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Figure S1: Pictures of the capilary set-up for the modified Hummer’s synthesis.Left: The XRD set-up, 

(the kapton cone is a safety precausion due to the use of conc. H2SO4). Rigth: A close up of the 

synthesis capillary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The modified Hummers method 

 

Angle / 

° 2θ  

d-value/ 

Å 

Assignment 

5.048 7.970 GO (001) 

10.186 3.954 graphite-

hydrogensulphate 

10.49 3.840 Shoulder, 

possibly GO 

11.797 3.415 Graphite (002) 

15.333 2.631 

 

graphite-

hydrogensulphate 

16.878 2.392  

19.073 2.119  

Table S1: Stage II of the GO synthesis and the related diffraction peaks.  

 

 

Graphite-hydrogensulphate: 

Graphite-hydrogensulphate has been synthesized by mixing graphite and sulfuric acid, and adding 

hydrogen peroxide. 
1, 2

 Hydrogen peroxide is an oxidizing agent, as permanganate, which makes it 

reasonable to believe that graphite-hydrogensulphate could be an intermediate phase during the 

modified Hummers synthesis. Graphite-hydrogensulphate can also be produced with potassium 

dichromate
2
 or by anodic polarization of graphite in sulfuric acid

3
. The peak at 15.33° in 2θ could also 

be assigned as the 003 GO diffraction peak. However, as the diffraction peak disappears during stage II 

and then reappears at stage III (in a less sharp profile and with a slightly shifted d-value), it is likely 

that it is the diffraction peak from graphite-hydrogensulphate during stage II, and then grows as the GO 

diffraction peak in stage III. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Table S2: The in situ Stage III of the GO synthesis and the related diffraction peaks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Angle/ 

° 2θ 

d-value/ 

Å 

Assignment 

5.05 7.967 GO (001) 

9.893 4.071 GO’ (002) 

10.312 3.906 GO* (002) 

11.84 3.403 Graphitic (002)  

15.255 2.644 GO (003)  

16.645 2.425  

16.927 2.385 Cubic (110) 

17.671 2.285  

18.952 2.132 GO (100) 

19.737 2.048 GO’ (004) and 

graphite (101) 

20.708 1.953 GO* (004)  

21.305 1.899  

23.831 1.7 Graphite (004) 

26.026 1.559 Graphite (103)  

26.855 1.512 Cubic (210) 

29.507 1.378 Cubic (211) 

29.943 1.359  

30.755 1.324 GO (006) 

34.209 1.193 Cubic  (220) 

36.333 1.126 Cubic (300) 

38.251 1.071  

40.328 1.018  

45.785 0.902 Cubic (321) 



 

 

Graphite in stage III of the modified Hummers synthesis: It was observed that the synchrotron 

sample in the capillary dried with time, as the sulfuric acid was drawn from the reaction zone by the 

glass wool. This could mean that not all of the graphite was converted to GO as concentrated H2SO4 in 

the capillary is essential for the modified Hummers reaction thus is many of the peaks assigned to 

graphite. The diffraction peak assigned as the 002 reflection of graphite is however also observed for 

the GO-intermediate sample, even though no liquid was removed from the sample. This peak was not 

observed in the final GO product of the synthesis. This could either indicate that the graphite is not 

complete converted until the addition of H2O2 or it could point to additional interpretation of the 

crystalline phase in stage III 

 

 

Figure S2: A fit of the triclinic unit cell structure to diffractions of Stage III for an ex situ sample. 
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Thermal reduction of GO 

 

The GO diffractions: The GO starting material has the 001 diffraction peak at 4.9° in 2θ (d=8.20 Å). 

Additional GO diffraction peak are observed; the 100 diffraction peak at 18.94° in 2θ (d=2.13 Å) and 

the 110 diffraction peak at 33.10° in 2θ (d=1.23 Å). A small graphite impurity is indicated by the 002 

diffraction peak at 12° in 2θ (d=3.37 Å). 

 

Table S3: The rGO stage of the GO thermal reduction and the related diffraction peaks.  

Angle/ 

2θ ° 
d-value/ 

Å 

Assignment 

11.499 3.504 rGO (001) 

11.957 3.370 graphite (002) 

19.114 2.114 rGO (100) 

19.735 2.048 

rGO (101) + 

Stacking disorder 

23.179 1.747 rGO (004) 

33.273 1.226 rGO (110) 

35.312 1.157 rGO (112) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Figure S3: X-ray powder diffraction surface plot of the rGO synthesis, here illustrated with the heating 

rate of 5 °C/min. 

  

Effect of oxidation time 

To investigate the effect of the GO synthesis, thermal reduction of two different oxidized samples of 

GO, one oxidized 3 hrs (GO3H) and one oxidized 3days (GO3D), were studied in situ. The two 

samples go through the similar stages during the thermal reduction at the temperature ramp of 5 

°C/min. The GO stage, the disordered stage and the rGO stage were observed, see Figure S5. The 

development of the peaks at approximately 19° and 33° in 2θ were similar indicating the formation of 

rGO. However, the peak at 24.1° in 2θ for GO3H observed in Figure 5 is not observed for the GO3D 

experiment. As the GO3D sample does not have a graphite impurity, as seen for GO3H, this could 

indicate that the diffraction peak at 24.1° is the 004 graphite diffraction peak. The disordered stage for 

the GO3D sample started at 210 °C which was similar to the initiating temperature of the GO3H 

samples. However, it terminated at 240 °C which was below the termination temperature of the GO3H 

disordered stage at approx. 285 °C. This is probably due to the difference in sample synthesis, either in 

regards to intercalated water or functional groups. The result shows how differences in the modified 

Hummers method can affect the thermal reduction of GO.  

 
 



 

 

Figure S4: Overview of the GO3D thermal reduction at 5° C/min. Inset: A zoom in between 20.7-25° 

showing the absence of the peak at 24.2° in 2θ. 
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